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Uncommon Information 
Extraordinary Places

Definitive development and economic intelligence 
data on Africa, now accessible in one online resource



About African Development Data Explorer
The fastest and most accurate resource for reference data from Africa 
is now available, collected from multiple sources to provide 
researchers with an unparalleled reference source of all 54 African 
economies. Data is standardized into the database’s easy-to-use 
format, and where necessary, translated. 

The process and production team of ADDaX maintains close 
relationships with software and data partners to ensure that its 
reference data is the most up-to-date.

Introducing African Development Data Explorer (ADDaX)

Key Sources
Reveal valuable insights into politics and development questions with 
the only resource that collects data from local and regional African 
sources as well as international sources:

 � International, 
intergovernmental, 
multilateral and 
supranational

 �African regional and 
African local

 �Trade organizations, 
government departments, 
agencies & NGOs

 �African central banks, 
African Country Ministries 
of Finance, & National 
Office of Statistics
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SECTOR FOCUS - 54 African Countries
 � Dive Into Africa’s Economy with Full Access to Sector Data 

Local sources are supplemented by carefully selected international sources to provide the highest data 
quality.

 � Efficiently Evaluate and Track Africa’s Economies 
Quickly retrieve the most pertinent indicators for 15 industry sectors:

 �Automotive & Transportation

 �Education

 �Employment, Income & Poverty

 �Energy

 �Environment & Infrastructure

 �Financial Sector

 �Governance, Politics & Crime

 �Health & Pharmaceuticals

 � Information & Communications

 �Technology (ICT)

 �Manufacturing, Retail & Wholesale

 �Population

 �Real Estate, Building & Construction

 �Trade

 �Travel & Tourism

DATA HUB - 26.5+ Million Records
 � Display Data Visually Using Sophisticated Charting Functionality 

Query each of the available datasets individually, produce time series analysis, download customized 
reports based on country or topic of interest, and easily compare and contrast multiple sets of data.

COUNTRY PROFILES - 50,000+ Indicators
Researchers have direct access to a rich, quantifiable means of monitoring social development across the entire 
African continent. Many sectors are covered, including education, trade, banking, and physical infrastructure as 
well as industries, urbanization, and quality of life.

 � Gain Valuable Insights about All African countries 
Directly access key economic data indicators for each of the 54 African countries: conventional indicators 
such as GDP Growth, Domestic and External Debt as well as country specific indicators.

 � Analyze Historic and Current Trends 
Dive into any African economy with full access to country data going back prior to the 1940’s, categorized 
into numerous topics.

 � Create In Depth Analysis 
Easily compare data sources and select each specific data points.

Three powerful and intuitive search  
features of ADDaX deliver results and data, fast!
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ADDaX Features
 � Leveraged accredited data, reported as published by the source, from as far back as records allow

 � Data for some indicators goes back several decades

 � Much of the data is only available in ADDaX, manually keyed and quality controlled

 � Sophisticated charting functionality
 � Exportable data and graphic reporting tools

 � Automated comparison tools and charts

 � Updated daily as per sources, with more than 26 million records to date

 � Dedicated support

Using ADDaX: Research Examples
 � Research in which African countries women are experiencing the most positive trends in health outcomes

 � Compare the GDP of South Africa pre- and post- Apartheid

 � Track the impact of the Arab Spring on the countries of the Maghreb (Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, 
Libya)

 � Analyze data to determine the health of the Nigerian economy during the past 10 years

 � Find out which countries have the most construction, whether in housing or commercial buildings

 � Evaluate which African country has the most foreign direct investment

 � Investigate how human population change impacts the environment/water/wildlife situation in different 
African countries

 � And much more


